ence no beneficial or even devastating effects due to the more aggressive postoperative care. Since we recently published a prospective randomized trial on FT in patients undergoing open colon resection [8] , we had the unique opportunity to analyze the outcome of the subgroup of patients at increased nutritional risk receiving a FT regimen compared to conventional standard care (SC).
The aim of the current study was to assess the impact of the FT program versus SC on patients stratified by their nutritional risk, with particular focus on patients at increased nutritional risk.
Patients and Methods
A prospective randomized trial on FT versus SC was performed in 156 patients undergoing open elective colon resection at four surgical departments in Switzerland (NCT00556790) [8] . Preoperative nutritional assessment was systematically performed by using the nutritional risk score (NRS) in two of the four centers, hence the present study includes 67 patients for final analysis.
The NRS integrates the patients' nutritional status, the severity of the disease or intervention, and age in a multimodal screening system in order to identify patients at increased nutritional risk ( table 1 ) [1, 2] .
Postoperative complications (30-day morbidity) were graded according to their severity, and a validated therapy-orientated complication score on a 5-point scale was used [11] . Complications are reported as the number of complications, i.e. more than one complication per patient possible.
Results are expressed as medians and range values. The 2 and Mann-Whitney U tests were used where appropriate. A p value of ! 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance. Statistical analysis was performed using the standard software package of the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS 14.0, Inc., Chicago, Ill., USA).
Results
Patient characteristics are shown in table 2. Seven of 36 patients (19.4%) in the FT group and 8 of 31 patients (25.8%) in the SC group had an increased NRS 6 3 (difference not significant, p = 0.569; table 3 ).
While patients without an increased nutritional risk had statistically significantly less complications in the FT versus the SC group (3/29 vs. 8/23, p = 0.044), there was no difference between patients at nutritional risk (NRS 6 3) with 5/7 and 6/8 patients, respectively, with complications. Of note, major complications, i.e. grades III and Nutritional risk assessment adapted from Kondrup et al. [1, 2] . The nutritional status was evaluated by calculation of the body mass index (BMI), estimation of the actual food intake in the preceding week (% of normal requirements), and by recent weight loss (questions 1-3). The respective scores are attributed according to the answers to the questions. Only the highest score of the three nutritional items enters the final score. The severity of disease/intervention is graded accordingly; example lists available in [1, 2] . One score is added for patients older than 70 years (adjustment for frailty of elderly). The composite score of the highest scores of the three categories gives values between 0 and 7. Individuals with a NRS ≥3 are at risk of increased morbidity and are likely to benefit from nutritional support [1, 2] .
Hübner/Müller/Schäfer/Clavien/ Demartines Dig Surg 2010;27:436-439 438 IV [11] , only occurred in patients at nutritional risk, and represented almost half of all complications in these 2 patient groups ( table 3 ) . There were two bleeding complications (FT 1, SC 1), two pulmonary embolisms (FT 1, SC 1), and one anastomotic leak (SC). Patients at nutritional risk had significantly more complications (11/15 vs. 11/52, p ! 0.0001) and a longer median hospital stay of 12 versus 7 days (p = 0.0006) compared to patients with a NRS ! 3. This was mainly due to more wound infections (4/15 vs. 3/52, p = 0.040) and overall infectious complications (5/15 vs. 5/52, p = 0.038) in patients at nutritional risk ( table 3 ) .
Patients in the FT group had shorter hospital stays than patients in the SC group. Increased nutritional risk was associated with prolonged hospital stay, whereby patients with a NRS 6 3 in the FT group had only a slightly longer hospital stay compared to patients with a NRS ! 3 ( table 3 ) .
Discussion
This study shows for the first time that FT programs can be safely performed in patients at increased nutritional risk undergoing elective colon surgery. Although these patients reveal an increased postoperative morbidity, they still benefit from a shorter hospital stay.
In accordance to current studies, we were able to confirm that the NRS can reliably identify patients at increased nutritional risk. It is mandatory to routinely use the NRS in order to initiate preoperative nutritional support and to decrease postoperative morbidity in patients at risk [1, 2, [4] [5] [6] .
Patients with a NRS 6 3 revealed an increased incidence of infectious complications and an increased severity of complications. However, it can be assumed that organ dysfunction could be limited with FT programs, since the patients at nutritional risk had a significantly shorter hospital stay in the FT versus SC group. A recent study in colorectal FT patients identified advanced age, high ASA class (III/IV), male gender and rectal surgery as risk factors for morbidity and prolonged hospital stay. The nutritional status assessed by the body mass had no predictive value [12] . On the contrary, Bozzetti et al. [13] identified weight loss and low serum albumin in 1,410 gastrointestinal cancer patients (528 colorectal) as independently associated with postoperative morbidity. Patients with perioperative nutritional support had lower complication rates. However, their patients were not included in FT programs and neither of the two studies evaluated the more comprehensive NRS as the screening tool recommended by the European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism.
The main limitation of the current analysis is the small sample size related to the fact that only two centers routinely used the NRS. The NRS was not defined as an obligatory item in the prospective randomized trial, since its clinical role was not yet established at the time of the study design [2, 5] . Nevertheless, results should be considered as important preliminary findings, and a larger trial is mandatory for their confirmation. In conclusion, patients at nutritional risk (NRS 6 3) undergoing colonic surgery must not be excluded from FT program. Careful preoperative assessment of the nutritional risk is needed to identify and treat patients with an increased nutritional risk in order to decrease postoperative complications.
